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Over the past several years receiving
equipment used for signal reception

in the VHF/UHF spectrum has undergone major technological advancements. The growing need for general
coverage VHF/UHF receivers capable
of being controlled remotely and/or
by a computer has resulted in the
development of new types of receivers
employing digital techniques for con-

trol of all receiver functions. These
new digitally controlled receivers offer
capabilities

found

and

performance

not

in the older style of manually

operated

receivers.

For example,

the

new
designs employ PLL (phaselocked loop) frequency-synthesized
local oscillators of high stability to
permit

rapid

and

highly

digital tuning. The
designed

to

accurate

receivers are also

operate

over

extremely

wide frequency ranges (often in excess
of five octaves) in the VHF/UHF
spectrum without the need for manual

processor

technology

versatility

and

for

increased

flexibility.

general-purpose

receiver

It

that

is

continuous frequency coverage from
20 to 1100 MHz in 100-Hz steps, with
a typical noise figure and third-order

intercept point of 10 dB and -5 dBm,
respectively.

High Dynamic Range
The ability to detect very weak

signals

in

always

the

microvolt

range

has

been a fundamental requirement of a
high-quality VHF/UHF receiver that is
used for signal intelligence. More
recently,

activity

though,

due

to

in the VHF/UHF

increased

spectrum,

plus more exacting requirements by
users, greater emphasis is being placed

on the ability of a receiver to perform
satisfactorily in an RF environment
containing a mixture of very weak and

bandswitching or changing of tuning
heads. Furthermore, a primary objective of these new receiver designs is

very strong signals. This signal-handling

to
achieve
the
above
mentioned
capabilities without any compromise

receiver

in their basic RF performance characteristics,

such

as

high-dynamic-range

a

offers

property

is known

as dynamic

range.

The concept of a high-dynamic-range
implies

more

than an ability

to detect, with low distortion, desired
signals differing in amplitude by as
much as 90 or 100 dB. More impor-

signal-handling ability. An example of
a high-dynamic-range, digitally controlled VHF/UHF receiver
is the

tantly, the concept should indicate a
high degree of immunity to spurious
responses produced by nonlinear inter-

recently

action

introduced

Watkins-Johnson

Company model WJ-8617A, shown in
Figure 1. This receiver utilizes micro-

COR
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often

removed

high-level signals
from

frequency of the receiver.
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The purpose
acquaint the

of this article is
reader with some

to
of

the parameters typically associated
with frequency-synthesized VHF/UHF
receivers designed for high-dynamicrange

performance.

The

topics

that

pre-detection

(video)

(IF)

or

bandwidths

post-detection

employed,

the

signal plus noise-to-noise ratio required

at the detector output, as well as the
receiver noise figure. A simple, though
only approximate, expression showing

will be discussed include noise figure,

the basic relationship of these factors

sensitivity, two-tone intermodulation
distortion, third-order intercept point,
spurious-free dynamic range, and internally generated spurious responses.

to receiver
Equation 2.

is

given

by

S=-174 dBm+ NF+10log B+
Ken + Kin

Noise Figure — Sensitivity
Noise figure and sensitivity are two
parameters normally associated with

the ability of a receiver to detect very

(2)

Where:S = sensitivity in dBm
-174 dBm = thermal (KTB) noise
power in a one-Hz bandwidth at room temperature

weak signals. The electronic circuitry
in a receiver always adds a small

amount of noise to an incoming signal
in excess of that contributed by thermal effects. This circuit noise is normally the limiting factor in detecting
low-level signals in the VHF/UHF

NF = noise figure in dB
B

=pre-detection IF band-

width in Hz (assumed to
be twice the video or

post-detection bandwidth)

spectrum.

+

K,, = desired — in dB of the

The noise figure of a receiver is a very
fundamental

sensitivity

parameter

and

is _ basi-

detected signa!

cally a measure of the noise added by
the

receiver

for

defining the noise

circuitry.

An

Kym = a variable in dB which is

expression

figure

a function of the modulation characteristics

of an

electronic device in terms of signal-to-

noise ratios is given in Equation 1.
This equation indicates that sensitivity

NF = 10 log

improves (becomes more negative) with

Si/N;

decreasing

So/No

(1)

Where: NF = noise figure in dB
S; = signal power at device
input

N; = noise power at device
input

So = signal power at device
output
output

Sensitivity, on the other hand, is not
a fundamental quantity. It is ameasure

of the receiver’s ability to detect a
signal of a given level, and is dependent
and

several

degree

factors,

figure

and/or

de-

MHz.

Therefore,

the sensitivity

level

of a typical receiver will be more
heavily influenced by the IF bandwidth selected than the actual receiver

No = noise power at device

on

noise

creasing IF bandwidth.
VHF/UHF
receivers frequently have noise figures
in the range of 6 dB to 12 dB, whereas
the IF bandwidths most commonly
used, range from 10 kHz to over 5

such

as the type

of modulation

used, the

noise figure.
To demonstrate the use of Equation 2
to compute sensitivity, assume a 50%
amplitude
modulated
signal
being

detected by a receiver having a 10-dB
noise figure and using a 10-kHz IF
bandwidth. A 10-dB signal plus noiseto-noise
ratio is required
demodulated output.

for

the

3

THusseNe

=10dB

Second-order, two-tone intermodulation distortion is not an uncommon

10 log B = 40 dB for 10-kHz

problem, especially in a receiver having
a broadband RF front end, but it can
be minimized by use of a double-

IF bandwidth

Ken

= 10 dB for the
required ao

:

Ke

N

balanced mixer in the first converter
stage plus use of a push-pull RF pre-

= 6 dB for 50% AM

Substituting
these
quantities
into
Equation 2 gives:
5=-174dBm2 10 dB
40dB+10dB+6dB
SLUG dom
= 0.9 microvolts
Intermodulation Distortion —

Intercept Point
All

receivers

employ

RF-IF

signal

processing circuitry which is inherently
non-linear; consequently, another very

important factor in VHF/UHF receiver
performance

amplifier. Also, with the addition of
an RF preselector employing suboctave bandwidth
bandpass
filters
(tunable or fixed), second-order interference can be reduced to an insignificant level. The suboctave preselector

filter serves to attenuate strong signals,
lying within a range of critical frequencies determined from Equation 3,
which are capable of creating secondorder products at the receiver tuned

frequency. This reduction in secondorder interference by use of RF preselection is illustrated in Figure 3.

is two-tone intermodula-

tion distortion. When two sufficiently
strong, but unwanted signals are applied
to the antenna input of a receiver they

will mix in the RF stages to create

More

troublesome

control

and

is third-order,

modulation

difficult

two-tone

to

inter-

distortion, since RF pre-

tion products. If the frequency of one

selection
provides
only
a partial
solution to the problem. This is due

of these products is close to the
receiver operating frequency, the pro-

of third-order

spurious signals known as intermodula-

duct will be processed by the RF-IF
and detector stages as though it were

a real incoming signal of the same frequency.

This problem

Figure

2.

is illustrated in

Second-order

and _ third-

order intermodulation distortion are
the most common types encountered,
and the frequency relationships involved for these two cases are given

by Equations 3 and 4.

peel sah:

2nd-order intermodulation

(3)

distortion

JAG) 28 Vig Nie
3rd-order intermoduation

(4)

distortion

Where: f,, fo = frequencies of strong
undesired signals

ft

= frequency of intermodulation product
created at the receiver

tuned frequency

to the following distinctive
two-tone

property

interference.

Two strong undesired signals both
falling within the passband of the preselector

will produce

the

third-order

products, (2f,s—il> \eOra 20 uacmmliag):
one or both of which may also fall
in-band.

Decreasing

the _ preselector

bandwidth

will reduce the frequency

range

which

over

the receiver is sus-

ceptible to this type of interference.
Unfortunately, due to considerations
such as size, complexity, and inser-

tion loss, a practical lower limit for
the

relative

bandwidth

of preselector

filters used in general-coverage VHF/
UHF receivers is around 20%. Therefore, in a dense signal environment
there

two

is always

strong

the

signals

possibility

will

that

fall within

the preselector
passband and _ produce an undesired spurious response

at the receiver tuned frequency. This
situation is illustrated in Figure 4.
Third-order intermodulation distortion
is not limited to the RF front end of

RECEIVER
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RESPONSE)
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Figure 2. 2nd and 3rd order two-tone intermodulation products for two unwanted input
signals at fy and f2 with receiver tuned to fy.

a receiver.

The above

description

of

frequency

spacing

between

strong

the in-band characteristics of thirdorder interference is also applicable

incoming signals is small compared
to the bandwidth
of the first IF

to the receiver

stage, then intermodulation distortion

-——
——

IF stages. When
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Figure 3. Reduction in 2nd-order interference using sub-octave preselector.
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intermodulation

by

two

the

relation-

ships for the fundamental and thirdin a mildly non-linear

variation in output power as a function

210 220 230

FREQUENCY

power

system. The dashed line represents the

----~- - IF PASSBAND

Figure

in this figure show

input-output

order responses

RF PRESELECTOR
(25% REL. BW)

interference caused
band signals.

curves

typical

strong

in the IF is likely to occur.

in-

Conse-

of input power for the two fundamental input signals. Note that for
small enough input levels (i.e. below
compression) the curve is linear with
a slope of unity indicating the output
power of the fundamental changes on
a dB-for-dB basis with the input
power. The dotted line depicts the
behavior of the output power of the
intermodulation products as a function of the fundamental input power.
Again the curve is linear for small
enough input signals, but has a slope of
three. This slope indicates that the
power in the third-order intermodulation products increases 3 dB for each
dB increase in the input signal levels.

quently, the problem must be minimized
through
proper
circuit and

system

design, as well as component

selection, for the overall RF-IF receiver
chain.
3RD-ORDER
INTERCEPT
POINT ee

Intermodulation performance is commonly tested by applying two signals

of equal power to the receiver input
and then measuring the equivalent
input level of the distortion product
created at the receiver tuned frequency. The ratio in dB of the distortion product to the input level of
the test signals is known as the intermodulation ratio, and was frequently

used in the past to specify
modulation performance.

inter-

POWER
OUTPUT
dBm
—

é

INPUT
INTERCEPT
POINT (dBm)

In recent years though, the intercept
point concept has become a more

popular method for characterizing the
intermodulation
distortion
performance

of many

equipment

types

of electronic

as well as radio receivers.

The intercept-point method yields a
single number, usually in dBm, which is

independent of the input signal levels.
The intercept-point concept for twotone, third-order intermodulation is
most easily understood by referring to
Figure 5.
6

INPUT POWER IN dBm
EACH TONE (f,, fo)

——

—=
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crrece

FUNDAMENTAL
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Figure 5. Input-output power relationship for two-tone 3rd-order intermodulation distortion.

The fictitious extension of the linear
portions of these two curves until
they intersect establishes the intercept
point. The input power level at which
this point of intersection occurs is the
third-order, two-tone intermodulation
input intercept point of the system.

The higher the third-order intercept
point of a receiver, the less susceptible
it will be to spurious responses caused

by strong multiple in-band signals.
Unfortunately, the desire for a high
intercept-point receiver
compatible
with
the

is often not
simultaneous

requirement for low noise figure.
Compromises usually must be made

The intercept point of a system cannot be measured directly and therefore

when

is computed from Equation 5.

noise figure and its third-order inter-

specifying

both

the

receiver

cept point.

IP = 1/2 (R,) + Pin
Where:

(5)

IP = 3rd-order input intercept point in dBm

R, = relative suppression in
dB of third-order
products

P|, = input power level in
dBm at which relative
suppression is measured

The above relative suppression term R,
is the amount in dB by which the
third-order intermodulation products

are suppressed below the fundamental
responses when measured at the system
output, and is shown graphically in
Figure 5 as the vertical difference between the two curves. The typical test

setup

used

for

intermodulation

evaluating
performance

two-tone
and the

method for determining R, is shown
in the simplified
illustrations
of
Figure 6.
Another

important

relationship,

involving intercept point, which can
be used to determine the equivalent
input level of intermodulation pro-

ducts is given by Equation 5a.

IM = 3(P,,) - 2(IP)

(5a)

Where: IM = equivalent input power

in dBm of 3rd-order
intermodulation products

IP = 3rd-order input intercept
point in dBm

As a general rule of thumb, a receiver
designed for high intercept-point per-

formance will employ RF-IF amplifier
stages and double-balanced mixers all
having high 1-dB compression points.
These power amplifier stages generally
have higher noise figures and consume
more supply power than small-signal
amplifiers. High-power mixers require
large local oscillator drive levels which,

in turn, can result in higher LO radiation levels and larger internally-generated spurious responses, as well as
more power consumption. Thus, the
requirement
for an extremely high
intercept-point receiver can create a
multitude
of design problems’ and
result in very expensive equipment.
The
design of a receiving system
having an optimum balance between
noise figure and intercept-point performance
requires careful selection
and placement of the RF-IF gain and
mixer
stages. This systems
design

problem,

for

the

recent

lines

of

Watkins-Johnson _Company
digitally
controlled VHF/UHF receivers, was
solved by using a computer program
to estimate the intercept point and
noise-figure performance of numerous
proposed receiver configurations. Also,
these new receiver designs make exten-

sive use of modular RF-IF signalprocessing components, such as broadband integrated amplifiers and doublebalanced mixers. Use of these stateof-the-art components
provides the
capability
to emphasize
_intercept-

point performance over that of noise
figure, and vice-versa, by changing
relatively few components.

SIGNAL
GENERATOR
@ fo

OUTPUT

POWER
COMBINER

OM
SPECTRUM ANALYZER

SIGNAL
GENERATOR
@f,

—

FUNDAMENTAL

R, (dB)
__ 3RD-ORDER
PRODUCT
DEVICE
UNDER
TEST

OUTPUT
|

Figure 6. (a) Test setup for two-tone intermodulation distortion. (b) Measurement of R.
term used in calculation of intercept point.

Spurious-Free Dynamic Range

the dynamic

Another parameter frequently used to

characterize receiver performance is
spurious-free
dynamic
range.
The
expression

‘“‘spurious-free

dynamic

range’’ is used here to mean that portion of the total dynamic range where
there are no 3-rd order spurious
responses exceeding the noise floor by

3 dB when two equal-power input signals are applied. The dynamic range of
a receiver is the range of input signal
levels over which the receiver is usable.
Various criteria have been used to
define the upper and lower limits for
this usable range. One criterion often
used

8

to

establish

the

lower

limit

of

range is called the mini-

mum detectable signal and is defined
as a signal 3 dB greater than the equivalent noise power for a given IF bandwidth. The minimum detectable signal
(MDS) is relative to receiver noise
figure and IF bandwidth by Equation 6.

P, = MDS =-171 dBm
+ NF +
10 log B
Where: P;

(6) &

= lower power limit of
dynamic range in dBm
MDS = minimum detectable
signal in dBm
NF = noise figure in dB
B= IF bandwidth in Hz

SFDR = 2/3 (-5 dBm - 10 dB40 dB + 171 dBm)
=771/3dB

The upper limit for spurious
- free
dynamic range (SFDR) is typically set
by the level of two equal input signals
necessary to create a third-order inter-

modulation product equivalent to the
minimum detectable signal. Through
use of Equation 5a, this definition can
be expressed by Equation 7.

MDS = 3(P,) - 2(IP)

(7)

Where: P,, = upper power limit of
spurious-free dynamic
range in dBm

IP = receiver 3rd-order input
intercept point in dBm
The upper power limit is now given by

Equation 8.

P, = 1/3 (MDS + 2IP)
=1/3 (-171 dBm+
NF +10 log B)+
2/3(IP)
(8)
Using
and

the above
P,, the

expressions

spurious-free

for Py,
dynamic

range can now be found from Equation
0:

SFDR = P, - P, = 1/3 (MDS#2IP) MDS
= 2/3 (IP-MDS)
= 2/3 (IP -NF - 10 log B+
171 dBm)
(9)
Where: SFDR = spurious-free dynamic
range in dBm

Thus,

it is seen

that

spurious-free

dynamic range is directly proportional
to intercept point, but inversely pro-

portional to noise figure and IF bandwidth. In other words, the dynamic
range increases with lower noise figures
and narrower IF bandwidths as well as

for higher intercept points.
As

an

example

of

computing

Internally Generated Spurious
Responses
In a frequency-synthesized, generalcoverage VHF/UHF receiver there are
numerous
mechanisms
by
which
spurious responses can be generated
within the receiver, even though no
input signals are present at the antenna
terminals. Some of these responses are

due

to mixing

of harmonics

of the

various local oscillators necessary in
dual and triple conversion designs.
Others
are
related
to synthesizer
operation.
Extreme
care
must
be
exercised in both the electrical and
mechanical designs of the receiver to
minimize these responses.
Although internally generated spurious
responses are not directly related to

the strong signal-handling ability of a
receiver, they can degrade the utility
of a surveillance receiver that otherwise
exhibits
high-dynamic-range
qualities. These responses, as well as
being nuisance signals, may also obscure
weak signals of interest. In other
words, the signal-detection ability or
sensitivity of the receiver may be

limited by the level of these spurious
responses rather than by circuit noise.
To prevent this possibility, the equivalent input level of internally generated
responses should be comparable to the

minimum

detectable

signal

defined

earlier. There is little value in requiring
the spurious responses to be much
lower than this level. Thus, a reasonable lower limit for an internal spurious

specification

can

be

related

to the

receiver noise figure and IF bandwidth

by Equation 10.
the

spurious-free
dynamic
range for a
typical
high- performance
receiver,

Pe WLS
= 17

DabmaNF 1 0logs

assume a noise figure of 10 dB, an
IF bandwidth of 10 kHz, and an input
intercept point of -5 dBm. Sub-

Where: P, = lower limit for spurious

stituting these quantities into Equation

It is interesting to note that standard
definitions for dynamic range, such

9 yields:

specification in dBm

2

as the one previously used for SFDR,
typically use a lower limit established
by noise considerations. A functional
lower limit could have been set by the

rejection, which are related to forms of
linear interference.
With increased
activity in the VHF/UHF spectrum,
both receiver manufacturers and opera-

level

tors

of

the

internally

generated

spurious
responses,
provided
they
exceeded the MDS of the receiver.

Conclusion
VHF/UHF

receivers

used

ference

caused

by unwanted
have,

for

becoming

more

con-

rou-

of IF
image

for high-dynamic-range signal-handling
in a VHF/UHF receiver.

signals.

years,

tinely addressed the problems
selectivity, IF rejection, and

also

This
article
has
reviewed
several
receiver parameters and their interrelationships that are critical to highdynamic-range performance. The intent
of the article has been to provide the
reader with an appreciation of the need

for signal

reception should have high sensitivity,
yet be as free as possible from interManufacturers

are

cerned with the problems of nonlinear interference. Consequently, new
receiver designs have begun to stress
high-dynamic-range performance.

ee

ee
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